The death of Dr. Glenn C. Couch on Nov. 5 is a profound loss to the University. The beloved and respected dean of University College passed away after a prolonged illness which had confined him to his home since last spring. He was 57.

Said Dr. Cross: "Glenn Couch was my oldest friend in Oklahoma. When Mrs. Cross and I first came to the campus in 1934, Glenn Couch helped us get acquainted with the University and with Norman. We have lost a great friend and colleague, and the students of the University have lost a great friend and counselor.

"He cannot be replaced."

"His greatness will be measured by the memories men and women keep of his kindness, his free spirit, and his devotion to the students he served."

Dean Couch's association with OU spanned 39 years as student, teacher, and dean. A native of Helena, Okla., he earned both bachelor's and master's degrees in botany from OU in 1931 and 1937, respectively, and taught botany here from 1932 on, with an interruption for doctoral study at Ohio State University from which he received a PhD in 1940.

It was in 1946 that Dr. Couch was appointed dean of the University College, which had been established by Joseph A. Brandt, while he was president of the University from 1941-43. University College was designed to embrace the basics of a liberal arts education in a common curriculum for freshmen before they moved into their major field of study. It was as dean of the college through which every freshman student passed that Glenn Couch became known as a man who cared for students, who took a genuine interest in the boys and girls who sought his guidance, and who worked to make their educational experience at OU a meaningful one.

Dean Couch loved his students, he loved the University, and he worked tirelessly for both. He was in great demand as a speaker before high school and college students, alumni groups, civic groups, and his professional colleagues. As one of the best known, most called upon spokesmen for the University, he gave of his time and energy unsparingly. He enjoyed standing before an audience and in his distinctive drawl, talking about the institution for which he held such affection.

In 1965 the University honored Dean Couch with her highest award, the Distinguished Service Citation. No person deserved it more. His contributions are numerous, but there are two of which he was most proud.

Probably his most outstanding memorial is the University Scholars (Sooner Magazine, April 1964), which he envisioned five years ago as a program geared for the best students, a program that would permit them more freedom in flexing their academic muscles. It seemed unfair to him to bind superior students with the customary rules and regulations. This fall the fourth class of University Scholars enrolled in OU. The program has been an outstanding, nationally recognized success.

The other was his devotion to the handicapped students. He worked unceasingly on their behalf and was always available to them as counselor and friend. The special ramps for wheelchairs which cover the campus at every curb and every building are largely the work of Glenn Couch. He encouraged the handicapped students, found them places to live, students to assist them, arranged their schedules so that they were as physically con-
venient as possible, found financial aid for many, and wrote their parents about their progress. A letter from one of the handicapped students whom he counseled appeared in the Daily the day of Dean Couch’s funeral:

It was my privilege to know Dean Couch as well or better than any student on this campus. I am a physically handicapped student who first met him when I came to OU five years ago as a freshman. My relationship with Dean Couch went beyond that of advisor and student. To put it succinctly, Dean Couch was my intellectual father.

Without knowing whether I would turn out to be a good student or not, he invested great time and energy in my educational process and in the personal difficulties that come with being a handicapped student on a college campus. His faith in me is the basis for the deepest personal grief I have ever felt ...

While I am, with every member of the University, grieving the loss of Dean Couch, I ask you to join me in celebrating the privilege of having known such a man. I know he has aided and influenced many students and in his years of service has done much to build the University of Oklahoma and the cause of higher education in this state. I ask you to think of what this university and what you and I would be if there had never been a Dean Couch. I ask you to give thanks for his life and his service to us all. Sincerely, Guy Eslinger.

Dean Couch was no less devoted to the “average” student. As dean he expanded the University’s guidance and counseling services. “Our first interest,” he said, “is to help the student make an adjustment to college life. Education is essentially and wholly an individual process. Guidance is valuable because it deals with choices, with adjustments, and with interpretations.”

His friends and colleagues will miss his warmth, his humor, his ability, his insight. The University will miss his dedication, his foresight, his leadership. The students will simply miss Dean Couch.

He is survived by his wife of 33 years, the former Ida Marguerite LeCron; a son, Joseph Barton, and a daughter, Mrs. Wolfgang Stoechle, both of Norman.

Contributions in his memory may be made to the Glenn Couch Memorial Fund or to the Marco Fund for Handicapped Students, in care of the OU Foundation, Union Bldg., Norman.
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Ed and Kathi have been “dropped” since August. “We met three months ago,” said Kathi, “when my tennis ball rolled onto his court. That was the last time we played tennis.”

Ralph is probably the most self-assured of the group, the acknowledged team leader. His quick, sharp comments spilled into every conversation. The others seemed so accustomed to his “bon mots” that they largely ignored them. Or maybe just tolerated them. All four chose not to join fraternities. “It’s just that I’m a social misfit,” said Ralph. What about girls? “Going to New York every weekend has cut us down,” said Ralph, “but I still have time for three or four dates a week.”

The boys found their classmates’ attitudes toward them had changed. “They all speak to me,” said Ralph. “They’re very friendly and interested. And I am enjoying it. It’s nice to be known.” But they play down their abilities. “We don’t have any more knowledge than anyone else,” said Ralph. “What we’ve done is what anyone could have done had they been coached as we have.”

Dr. Morris disagreed. “Not everyone can do it. There are probably many on campus who have the knowledge you have but who don’t have the quick recall or ready access to the information you do.”

“You have to have certain academic talents,” Ralph, said Ed. “There are lots of